ICICS/Computer Science

READING ROOM NEWS

DATE
February 2019

HOURS
Calendar of current opening hours:
bit.ly/RRhours

Please note our hours for midterm break (Feb. 18-22)

NOTES
The Course Reserve list for Winter 2019 (Term 2) is available here:
bit.ly/RRreserves

Visit our Facebook page: facebook.com/ICICS.CS.ReadingRoom

Follow us on Twitter to find out about new books, articles and journals:
@ICCSReadingRoom

NEW BOOKS & MEDIA

Creating games : mechanics, content, and technology / Morgan McGuire,
Odest Chadwicke Jenkins
QA 76.76 C672 M34 2009

How the internet happened : from Netscape to the iPhone / Brian McCullough
TK 5105.875 I57 M3815 2018

Learn Python 3 the hard way : a very simple introduction to the terrifyingly
beautiful world of computers and code / Zed A. Shaw
QA 76.73 P98 S533 2017 c.2

Meltdown : why our systems fail and what we can do about it / Chris Clearfield
and Andras Tilcsik
D 24 C45 2018

Skin in the game : hidden asymmetries in daily life / Nassim Nicholas Taleb
HM 1101 T35 2018
NEW BOOKS continued

Swipe to unlock: a primer on technology and business strategy / Neel Mehta, Parth Detroja, Aditya Agashe
QA 76 M44 2018

Uberland: how algorithms are rewriting the rules of work / Alex Rosenblat
HE 5620 R53 R67 2018

We are the nerds: the birth and tumultuous life of Reddit, the internet’s culture laboratory / Christine Lagorio-Chafkin
HM 743 R447 L34 2018

JOURNALS

Al Magazine v.39 n.4 Winter 2018
Artificial Intelligence v.266 Jan 2019
BC Business v.47 n.1 Feb 2019
Business in Vancouver no.1520-1521 (Dec 18-31, 2018); no.1522 (Jan 1-7, 2019); no.1523 (Jan 8-14, 2019), no.1524 (Jan 15-21, 2019), no.1525 (Jan 22-28, 2019)
SUPPLEMENT: Right Course 2019
Circuit Cellar no.341 (Dec 2018), no.342 (Jan 2019)
Communications of the ACM v.61 n.12 (Dec 2018), v.62 n.1 (Jan 2019)
Computing Edge v.5 n.1 Jan 2019
Computing Reviews v.59 n.12 Dec 2018
Discover v.40 n.1 Jan/Feb 2019
Engineering & Technology v.13 n.11/12 Dec 2018/Jan 2019
IEEE Consumer Electronics v.8 n.1 Jan 2019
IEEE Potentials v.38 n.1 Jan/Feb 2019
IEEE Spectrum v.56 n.1 Jan 2019
Interactions v.26 n.1 Jan/Feb 2019
Maclean’s v.123 n.2 Feb 2019
SUPPLEMENT: China Index 2018
Innovations 2018
Science v.362 n.6417 (Nov 23, 2018); v.362 n.6418 (Nov 30, 2018); v.362 n.6419 (Dec 7, 2018); v.362 n.6420 (Dec 14, 2018), v.362 n.6421 (Dec 21, 2018)
Scientific American v.320 n.1 Jan 2019, v.320 n.2 Feb 2019
Scientific American Mind v.30 n.1 Jan/Feb 2019
SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing v.40 n.5 Sep-Oct 2018